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YOUNIQUE

WE ARE REXSITT
Our brand. Our Vision. 





YOUNIQUE s an extraordinary chair that perfectly embodies the elegance and ingenuity of the 

GOLLY line. 

We talk of ingenuity with pride, because no one had ever succeeded in designing such an advan-

ced hinge system, capable of connecting two bodies, seat and back. 

Thanks to this incredible technical concept patented all over the world, the mesh or fabric at-

tached to the sides of the frame follows your body’s every move, like an invisible hand, a subtle 

shadow that confers a continuous sense of well-being. 

Thus the balance becomes a symphony of movements. No other words could describe the enor-

mous challenge behind a seat as welcoming and revolutionary as YOUNIQUE 

Nothing will ever be the same.

NOTHING MORE  
NOTHING LESS
YOUNIQUE

YOUNIQUE



ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, 
ARTISANS: EVERYONE 
HAS DONE 
HIS BEST TO CREATE 
THIS MASTERPIECE. 

At REXSITT we believe team work is an essential part of every project. We constantly invest in 

technology and human capital to guarantee the highest quality standards at all times. Thanks 

to the support of expert craftsmen and women and internationally renowned designers and 

engineers, each chair of the GOLLY line has a special DNA, rich in unmistakably Italian style.

YOUNIQUE epitomizes this philosophy. In this project, everyone worked at their best to create 

this masterpiece. The fruits of teamwork have far exceeded our imagination, generating all the 

answers to requests that seemed unattainable. 

For the first time in the world, a monocoque chair with synchronized movement was designed 

and manufactured. 

YOUNIQUE it is the result of a vision based on passion, will and creativity.   
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FIVE REASONS
WHY YOUNIQUE 
IS JUST LIKE YOU

There are many reasons why YOUNIQUE really is unique. Some of these are the reasons why 

many people have chosen it and why so many others are choosing it right now. 

1. YOUNIQUE is the first monocoque chair with worldwide patented synchronized movement, 

with an opening of -4 to +28 degrees to deliver unique comfort. 

2 The SYNCHRO mechanism used in YOUNIQUE provides users with invisible and constant sup-

port, a second skin that translates into anti-fatigue postural well-being. 

3. A sinuous frame and lots of fine details give for a classic yet contemporary style that adapts 

perfectly to any environment and personality.

4 . A wide range of meshes and leathers to get creative in matching infinite combination with 

exclusive and refined designs. 

5. REXSITT considers environment-friendliness as an unavoidable necessity in the manufacture 

of each chair. With its recyclable components and sustainable production cycles, YOUNIQUE 

respects the planet we live in. 

YOUNIQUE







Very often, the details tell us about the care used to create a masterpiece like YOUNIQUE better 

than a thousand words. 

Even the slightest detail has been studied to exceed all expectations: chrome feet and wheels 

matching the colour of the hi-tech fabrics, precision mechanisms and high-quality plastics. 

For over forty years, REXSITT has chosen to pursue quality, targeting a mature and demanding 

market. All this is part of a great project that aims at authentic excellence, which you can appre-

ciate every day in your offices or environments where you live. 

DETAILS 
DETAILS
DETAILS

YOUNIQUE
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YOUNIQUE

SYNCHRO 
THE MAGIC 
UNVEILED



At the heart of innovation there is always an ounce of genius and madness. 

At the heart of YOUNIQUE there is a mechanism that seemed unrealizable to everyone but to 

REXSITT. 

The monocoque frame with synchronized movement, patented worldwide, is incredible: it inte-

racts with the body almost as a second skin. A wide opening, from -4 to +28 degrees of ampli-

tude, amplifies the sense of well-being. 

Just a tilt and ergonomics will interact softly with linear sinuosity. Its lightweight movement 

follows our every action, allowing us to maintain the perfect posture and harmonious breathing 

at all times. 



PERFECT 
MOVEMENTS
FOR INCREDIBLE
WELLNESS

Perfect movements for incredible wellness. 

The Synchron mechanism provides a level of self-adjustment that lends the user extreme 

comfort, a cloud that follows your body in a transparent way, without ever getting in the way. 

YOUNIQUE can be equipped with four types of high-quality mechanisms: 

• Synchron mechanism, with a large opening angle, at 28°, starting from a negative initial posi-

tion at 4°. 

• A TILT mechanism with swinging unit. You can block the chair in your preferred position using 

a button under the seat, a second button controls the gas-lift mechanism. 

• A fixed die-cast aluminium gas-lift mechanism. 

• A fixed die-cast mechanism without commands, rotating and, upon request, with return spring 

to the front position for meeting rooms.

YOUNIQUE is a harmonious symphony of movements.

YOUNIQUE







DESIGN 
WITHOUT  
REVOLUTION

The design of any new chair starts by researching the style and personality of its final users. We 

must interpret their tastes and desires, the world they move in, their ambitions, passions and 

expectations. The object designed must catch their eye in a matter of seconds inside a large 

working showcase. 

Now it’s time for the secret ingredient, that which lights up the spark and what we call the GOL-

LY factor.

In any special recipe there’s an unexpected ingredient that makes our heart beat faster. Ours is 

perhaps the forty years of experience, our Italian identity that lets us observe the world with the 

courage of the great explorers or maybe meeting with people who enrich us with new stimuli and 

visions every day.

YOUNIQUE features all of this in its DNA: the contemporary style of timeless objects and classic 

uniqueness.

YOUNIQUE







YOUNIQUE

MODEL
Monoshell with high or medium back

UPHOLSTERY
High resistance self-supporting 

MESH 

FRAME
Injected reinforced nylon PA6 30% 

FB. Colours: BLACK or GREY

ARMRESTS 

Fixed or Height adjustable 3D with 

soft PU pad

MECHANISM
Synchronized dynamic lockable in 11 

positions with negative seat forward 

(-3° up to 25°).

Tilting lockable in working position 

with gas-lift.

Fix plate swivelling with gas-lift.

BASE
5-star ALU base on castors.

4-star ALU base on fix glides.

FINISHING
Aluminium painted black or light grey 

or brushed with chrome effect.

CASTORS
Double Design diam. 65 mm 

selfbraking or rubbered for hard 

floors; hollowed Design black or 

chromed; New Design Younique style.
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